
 

 

1The World Payments Report 2012 is an annual report which examines the latest developments in the global payments landscape, 

including payments volume trends,  payment instruments (such as cards and checks), key regulatory initiatives and their impact 

on strategic considerations and options for banks. 

2Industry analysts have amended their forecasts for electronics payments noticeably and for mobile payments significantly in the 

last year so estimates vary tangibly from those reported in WPR 2011 as shown by adding totals of figures 1.7 and 1.8 in the 

WPR 2012. 
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– NEWS ALERT – 

 

 DEBIT CARDS CONTINUE TO WIN MARKET SHARE FROM CREDIT CARDS 

 World Payments Report reveals customer-centric innovation must be priority for banks 

 

Indian - October 9, 2012 – Debit cards continue to gain market share from credit cards, and the use of 

electronic and mobile payments continues to show exponential growth concludes the World Payments 

Report (WPR
1
) 2012 released today by Capgemini, RBS, and Efma.   

 

Two other major themes highlighted by the report are: the relationship between regulation and 

innovation, with some regulation challenging innovation; and the fact that the BRIC (Brazil, Russia, 

India, China) concept is no longer valid in payments, with Brazil now the second-highest ranking 

country by payment volumes after the US. There were 20 billion non-cash transactions in Brazil in 

2010, compared with 13.1 billion in Russia, India and China combined. The report confirms the 

resilience of payment volumes, as global non-cash payments volumes grew by 7.1 percent in 2010, 

reaching 283 billion, although early 2011 indications show an additional 8.2% growth.  In 2010, 

payment volumes in developing markets grew at a much faster rate (16.9%), boosted by a more than 

30% increase in both Russia and China. 

 

Rise of the debit card and m-payments  

As more consumers embrace electronic, mobile and debit card payments, industry innovation will 

continue to focus heavily on these payment methods. According to industry analysts, there were an 



estimated 28.3 billion electronic and mobile payment transactions globally
2
 in 2011, and in 2010 more 

than one in three non-cash payments globally was made using a debit card, up 15.2%, according to the 

report. But with only 2.1% of all mobile users making m-payments, the potential for additional growth is 

still huge, with mobile payments set to reach 17 billion by 2013 and e-payments 31.4 billion by 2013. 

“Debit card transactions continue to take market share from other types of payment methods because 

they easily allow people to bypass the use of cash,” said Kevin Brown, Global Head, Transaction Services 

Product, International Banking, RBS. “As more and more consumers move to mobile and other electronic 

payments, we’ll continue to see the exponential growth of innovative payment solutions.” 

 

Regulation can be both an obstacle and a driver to innovation 

The WPR also reveals how the relationship between regulation and innovation can challenge banks’ 

capacity to undertake customer centric innovation. Partly as a result of the Eurozone debt crisis, 

European banks are complying faster than originally expected with the Basel III objectives, but as a result 

they have less capacity to focus on innovation.  The report concludes that regulation can have direct – or 

indirect – beneficial consequences for payments innovation but not for all cases. “Regulation must not 

be created in regional isolation. Its central goal needs to drive innovation forward, and deliver customer 

benefits that push industry boundaries,” said Jean Lassignardie, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer, 

Capgemini Global Financial Services.  

 

Asked what is driving innovation, more than two-thirds of respondents cited customer retention and 

acquisition as the two most critical areas for innovation. But in customer service, banks face tougher 

challenges than their non-bank counterparts, which in some cases have been able to focus on being 

customer-centric, without the same regulatory pressures.  

 

The report also shows that the real payment innovators are organisations with a granular understanding 

of the needs of their target customer segments, as well as their own capability to innovate. The WPR 

cites Japanese telecommunications organisation NTT DOCOMO, which has succeeded in quickly growing 

to create a critical mass of 35 million registered users (or half the market) with its “Mobile Wallet”. 

Mobile Wallet, or Osaifu-Keitai in Japanese (as known locally), is a proximity payments instrument 

enabled through compliant mobile phones, with services going beyond just NFC payments and including: 

electronic money, identity card, loyalty card, public transport ticketing (includes railways, buses, 

and airplanes),  and credit card. By using open standards, building on existing payment instruments 

(such as credit cards) and considering loyalty programs and CRM services for merchants, the program 

                                                             

 



has proven successful over the past eight years.  

 

Time to call time on BRIC label in payments 

Globally, the volume of non-cash payments remains concentrated in developed markets, with North 

America, Europe and Mature Asia-Pacific together accounting for 79.5%. However, the BRIC block is 

diverging, with Russia and China boosting payment volume increases of more than 30%, while Brazil has 

become the second-largest payment country in the world, after the US. India’s payment volume grew at 

10% and has great potential for future growth, but is still the BRIC payment laggard. “The BRIC acronym 

no longer works in payments,” said Patrick Desmarès, Secretary General, Efma. “Given significant 

differences in the stages of development within each country, the four countries should be viewed very 

differently. This is particularly important for Brazil, where volumes are now larger than any individual 

European country.”  

 

The report is available for download at www.capgemini.com/wpr12  

 

About Capgemini India  

Capgemini in India is more than 37,000 people strong across 7 cities (Mumbai, Bangalore, Hyderabad, 

Kolkata, Chennai, Pune and Delhi). A pioneer in the IT industry, Capgemini has over 43 years of global 

expertise collaborating with leading corporations and now brings the Consulting, Technology and 

Outsourcing experience to India. With dedicated teams to service the local markets, Capgemini has 

strong domain experience to assist clients across the Government and Public Sector, Energy and 

Utilities, Manufacturing, Telecom and Financial Services sectors and help them advance in their 

respective industries. Please visit www.in.capgemini.com for more details. 

 

About Capgemini 

With around 120,000 people in 40 countries, Capgemini is one of the world’s foremost providers of 

consulting, technology and outsourcing services. The Group reported 2011 global revenues of EUR 9.7 

billion. Together with its clients, Capgemini creates and delivers business and technology solutions that 

fit their needs and drive the results they want. A deeply multicultural organization, Capgemini has 

developed its own way of working, the Collaborative Business Experience
TM

, and draws on Rightshore®, 

its worldwide delivery model.  

 

Learn more about us at www.capgemini.com 

 

About Capgemini’s Financial Services Global Business Unit 

Capgemini’s Global Financial Services Business Unit brings deep industry experience, innovative service 

offerings and next generation global delivery to serve the financial services industry. With a network of 

21,000 professionals serving over 900 clients worldwide Capgemini collaborates with leading banks, 

insurers and capital market companies to deliver business and IT solutions and thought leadership which 

create tangible value. More information is available at: www.capgemini.com/financialservices 

 

Rightshore® is a trademark belonging to Capgemini 

 

About Markets & International Banking (M&IB)   



RBS Markets & International Banking (M&IB) is a leading banking partner to major corporations, 

financial institutions, government and public sector clients around the world. M&IB provides an 

extensive range of products and services in debt financing, global markets, risk management, investor 

products, financial advisory and transaction services. The division focuses on long-term client 

relationships and excellence in product execution underpinned by global insight, local knowledge and a 

prudent and sustainable banking model to meet the evolving market and regulatory backdrop. 

Committed to serving clients' needs internationally, M&IB has on-the-ground operations in 38 countries. 

The Royal Bank of Scotland Group (RBS)  

The RBS Group is a large international banking and financial services company. Headquartered in 

Edinburgh, the Group operates in the United Kingdom, Europe, the Middle East, the Americas and Asia, 

serving over 30 million customers worldwide. The Group provides a wide range of products and services 

to personal, commercial and large corporate and institutional customers through its two principal 

subsidiaries, The Royal Bank of Scotland and NatWest, as well as through a number of other well-known 

brands including Citizens, Charter One, Ulster Bank, Coutts, Direct Line. Visit: www.rbs.com 

 

About Efma 

As a global not-for-profit organization, Efma brings together more than 3300 retail financial services 

companies from over 130 countries.  With membership from almost a third of all large retail banks 

worldwide, Efma has proven to be a valuable resource for the global industry, offering members 

exclusive access to a multitude of resources, databases, studies, articles, news feeds and publications.  

Efma also provides numerous networking opportunities through work groups, online communities and 

international meetings.Visit: www.efma.com 
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